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Abstract

Helix energy pile (HEP) is a new popular ground heat exchanger that has the advantages
of large heat exchange rate and low initial cost. As for the traditional helix energy pile, the
tube is wound on the cylindrical wall, which is called the cylinder helix energy pile
(CyHEP). Further, both analytical solution model and numerical solution model for
CyHEP are built to discuss the dynamic characteristics of thermal interferences and heat
transfer performance. The results indicate that four heat exchange stages for the spiral pile
geothermal heat exchanger along the fluid flow direction are revealed: inlet heat exchange
stage, grout thermal short-circuiting stage, small temperature difference stage and outlet
heat exchange stage. Each stage has corresponding heat transfer characteristics, and
reducing the length of small temperature difference stage and increasing the other stages
would enhance the heat exchange of spiral geothermal ground heat exchanger. As the pile
diameter increases, the heat transfer per unit tube length decreases, and the heat exchange
per unit pile depth increases. As the pile depth increases, the heat transfer per unit tube
length and the heat exchange per unit pile depth are reduced. And as the pitch increases,
the heat transfer per unit tube length increases, and the heat exchange per unit pile depth
decreases.

Keywords: cylinder, helix energy pile, analytical, numerical, thermal interferences, stages

1. Introduction

Energy saving and environmental protection have been the symbols in modern development.

In China, “Strategic Action Plan for Energy Development (2014—2020)” was published in

November 2014 in order to achieve sustainable development. The plan points out that the
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non-fossil energy share of primary energy consumption would reach 15% by 2020 and the

utilized quantity of geothermal energy would run up to 50 million tons of standard coal.

Ground source heat pump (GSHP) is an efficient technology to exploit the shallow geothermal

energy and has been applied extensively in building energy conservation.

GSHP utilizes the ground maintaining a nearly constant temperature as the heat source or

sink, and the particular underground temperature is appropriate for efficient operation of

the unit. The most important component for GSHP is the ground heat exchanger (GHE) and the

borehole GHE with U-type tube. However, the high installation and drilling cost restrict the

application of borehole GHE, especially for rocky areas. Therefore, energy piles [1] have been

proposed and widely applied for its good economic and well-heated transfer performance. The

primary structure forms of energy piles consisting of U type [2–4] (such as single U type,

parallel double U type, triple U type and series U type) and helix type [5–7] and the helix

energy piles (HEPs) are promising GHEs due to the characteristics of large heat exchange rate

and no air choking in the pipes. However, due to the features of complex helix structures,

shallow burial and a large diameter of the pile, the heat transfer characteristics of HEPs are

completely different from the U-type borehole GHE and would not be described by classical

Kelvin’s line source. Hence, the heat transfer of HEP has formed an academic focus.

2. Heat transfer model and characteristics of the traditional cylinder helix

energy pile (CyHEP)

Helix energy pile is a new kind of heat exchanger for ground source heat pump. It is usually

buried in the building concrete pile foundation, combined with the building structure. Com-

pared with the conventional U-type and W-type energy pile, helix energy pile has a larger heat

transfer area under the same depth. In addition, helix energy pile can avoid the problem of air

accumulation at the top of U-type andW-type ones. As for the traditional helix energy pile, the

tube is wound on the cylindrical wall as shown in Figure 1, which is called the cylinder helix

energy pile (CyHEP) in this section.

2.1. Heat transfer model

Through literature research and analysis, it was found that due to the complicated structure of

the cylinder helix energy pile, and there is a lack of research on the heat transfer model of it. At

present, the heat transfer model is mainly a thermal conductivity model. It is considered that

the thermo-physical properties of the pile backfill are the same as those of the soil, which is

different from the actual heat transfer process. Most of the numerical solution models are

simulated with commercial CFD software. However commercial CFD software has modeling

and meshing difficulties, poor flexibility and other shortcomings. Based on the above reasons,

a new discrete method of cylinder helix energy pile is presented in this section, and a three-

dimensional numerical heat transfer model is established based on a transient heat balance

theory. It can provide a more accurate description of the heat transfer process of the cylinder

helix energy pile, thus providing design guidance for the actual project.
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Figure 2 shows the sketch of a discretized helix energy pile. As shown in the figure, the

continuous, circular cross-section helical fluid is discretely divided into a finite number of

discrete, non-continuous stepped and square cross-section cells. The shape of a single fluid cell

Figure 1. Cylinder helix energy pile (CyHEP).

Figure 2. The sketch of discretized helix energy pile.
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is shown in Figure 3, which is a micro-cell under the cylindrical coordinate system. In this way,

the discrete fluid unit body can be better combined with the cylindrical coordinate system to

facilitate the establishment of the heat balance equation of the fluid unit body, the backfill

material and the geotechnical unit body.

Taking each discrete element as the research object, the amount of energy change per unit time

of the element is equal to the net amount of heat transferred from the adjacent element, which

is the essence of the transient heat balance principle of the element. As shown in Figure 4,

within a certain period of time, the transient thermal equilibrium equation of the unit body is

shown as the following:

qzþ þ qz� þ qrþ þ qr� þ q
θþ þ q

θ� ¼ rcpV i; j; kð Þ
T i; j; k; τþ 1ð Þ � T i; j; k; τð Þ

τsp
(1)

where qz+、qz� are heat flux transferred from the unit below and above in the z direction to the

calculated unit, W/m2; qr+、qr� are heat fluxes transferred from the unit in the radial positive

normal direction and the negative normal direction to the calculated unit, W/m2; qθ+、qθ� are

heat fluxes transferred from the unit in the positive normal of θ direction and the negative

normal of θ direction to the calculated unit, W/m2; r is the density of the calculated unit, kg/m3;

cp is the specific heat of the calculated unit, J�m�3��C�1; V(i,j,k) is the volume of the calculated

Figure 3. The sketch of the heat balance of unit body.

Figure 4. The sketch of the positional relation of special unit body.
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unit, V(i,j,k) = zsp�[0.5θsp(j) (r
2(i) � r2(i � 1))], m3; θsp is the increment in θ direction; τsp is the

time step, s; T is the temperature, �C.

It is the key for the principle of transient heat balance to determine the heat transfer q between

adjacent unit bodies in Eq. (1). And the heat transfer q between adjacent unit bodies is

determined by the temperature difference and thermal resistance of adjacent unit bodies as

shown in Eq. (2):

qzþ ¼
T i; j; kþ 1ð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rzþ
qrþ ¼

T iþ 1; j; kð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rrþ
q
θþ ¼

T i; jþ 1; kð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rθþ

qz� ¼
T i; j; k� 1ð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rz�
qr� ¼

T i� 1; j; kð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rr�
q
θ� ¼

T i; j� 1; kð Þ � T i; j; kð Þ

Rθ�

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

(2)

where Rz+, Rz� is the heat transfer resistance between the unit below and above in the z direction

and the calculated unit, �C�m2�W�1; Rr+, Rr� is the heat transfer resistance between the unit in the

radial positive normal direction and the negative normal direction and the calculated unit,
�C�m2�W�1; Rθ+, Rθ� is the heat transfer resistance between the unit in the positive normal of θ

direction and the negative normal of θ direction and the calculated unit, �C�m2�W�1.

In sum, for the three-dimensional heat transfer model proposed in this section, the key lies in

the calculation of heat flow or thermal resistance, and the heat flow and thermal resistance for

different types of unit bodies are determined, respectively.

(1) Thermal resistance calculation for unit body not in contact with the fluid: As for the unit body

not in contact with the fluid, the heat transfer is a pure thermal conduction process; thus, the

thermal resistance in the z direction, r direction and θ direction can be calculated as following:

Rzþ ¼ Rz� ¼
2zsp

λsθsp jð Þ r2 ið Þ � r2 i� 1ð Þð Þ
(3)

Rrþ ¼
1

λsθsp jð Þzsp
ln

rc iþ 1ð Þ

rc ið Þ

� �

(4)

Rr- ¼
1

λsθsp jð Þzsp
ln

rc ið Þ

rc i� 1ð Þ

� �

(5)

Rθþ ¼
θsp jþ 1ð Þ þ θsp jð Þ
� �

rc ið Þ

2λszsp r ið Þ � r i� 1ð Þð Þ
(6)

Rθ� ¼
θsp jð Þ þ θsp j� 1ð Þ
� �

rc ið Þ

2λszsp r ið Þ � r i� 1ð Þð Þ
(7)

where λs is the thermal conductivity of soil, W�m�1��C and rc(i) is the distance from center of

calculated unit to center of the pile, m.

(2) Thermal resistance calculation for unit body in contact with fluid: For the unit body in

contact with fluid, as shown in Figure 4, the heat transfer resistance of C1 and C6 units should

include three items: fluid convection thermal resistance, thermal conductivity resistance of the
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wall and thermal conductivity resistance of the backfills. Thus, for a typical unit body C2, the

thermal resistance in the z direction can be calculated as the following and the other thermal

resistances of unit body C2 can be calculated in the same way as thermal resistance calculation

for unit body not in contact with the fluid. In the same way, the calculation methods of the

thermal resistances of the unit bodies C1 and C3–C6 in contact with the fluid are similar to

those of the unit body C2.

Rzþ ¼
2 0:5zsp � δ
� �

λgθsp jð Þ r2 ið Þ � r2 i� 1ð Þð Þ
þ

2δ

λpθsp jð Þ r2 ið Þ � r2 i� 1ð Þð Þ
þ

2

h � θsp jð Þ r2 ið Þ � r2 i� 1ð Þð Þ
(8)

where λg is the thermal conductivity of the backfill, W�m�1��C; δ is the spiral wall thickness, m;

h is the convection heat transfer coefficient inside the tube, W�m�2��C�1.

(3) Heat flow calculation for fluid unit: Due to the discretized fluid cell body being in the form

of stairs, in terms of geometry, the upper ladder cell body (cell F3 in Figure 4) and the lower

ladder cell body (cell F1 in Figure 4) fail to ensure the continuity of flow and heat transfer.

Therefore, in order to ensure continuity, it is assumed that the upper fluid unit F3 and the

lower fluid unit F1 have a thermal effect, and the fluid unit F3 and the backfilling unit C1 and

the fluid unit F1 and the backfilling unit C3 are insulated. Based on the above assumptions, the

expression of heat flow in the θ direction of the fluid units F3 and F2 can be obtained as shown

in Eq. (9). And heat transfer resistance in other directions is determined by the calculation of

the thermal resistance of the unit in contact with the fluid. For the F1 fluid unit, in order to

ensure the continuity of the fluid, qθ� should be the heat transferred from unit F3 to unit F1,

and it is calculated in the same way as unit F3 and unit F2.

q
θþ ¼ �mcp, fT i; j; k; τð Þ

q
θ� ¼ mcp, fT i; j� 1; k; τð Þ

(

(9)

where m is the fluid flow, m3�s�1 and cp,f is the fluid specific heat, J�m�3��C�1.

(4) Soil surface boundary condition: As the helix energy pile is shallow, pile depth is generally

about 10 m; the soil surface environmental factors, such as air temperature, will affect the soil

temperature of the pile foundation, thus affecting its heat transfer performance. For pile

foundations installed in the basement, this section ignores the radiative heat transfer between

the ground and other surfaces in the basement. And considering the convective heat transfer

between the ground and the air, the boundary conditions of the soil surface are given by

Eq. (10).

qz� ¼ Ta τð Þ � T i; j; 0; τð Þð ÞhaA i; j; 0ð Þ (10)

where A(i,j,0) is the top surface area of the unit (i,j,0), A(i,j,0) = θsp(r(i)
2 � r(i � 1)2), m2; ha is the

convection heat transfer coefficient, W�m�2��C�1 and Ta is the air temperature, �C.

Then the heat flow or thermal resistance formula of each type of unit body above is brought

into the heat balance, Eq. (1), and the linear equations of the temperature field of helix energy

pile at time τ can be obtained. The temperature field of fluid and heat transfer area is calculated
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with the C# programming language in the visual studio program developed platform, using

the Gauss–Seidel iterative method. This is the three-dimensional numerical heat transfer model

established in this section based on transient heat balance theory. It can provide more accurate

description of the heat transfer process of the cylinder helix energy pile, thus providing design

guidance for the actual project.

2.2. Heat transfer characteristic along the pipe

For helix energy piles, the heat transfer along the pipe and the geothermal temperature

distribution characteristics are of great significance to the optimal design of the heat

exchangers. The engineering significance of pitch, pile diameter, flow rate and other design

parameters can be obtained from the perspective of efficient heat transfer. Based on the

establishment of the three-dimensional numerical heat transfer model of the helix energy pile

mentioned above, this section analyzes the fluid heat transfer along the pipe and geothermal

temperature distribution characteristics and lays a theoretical foundation for its optimization

design.

For helix energy piles, since the fluid flows downward along the tube length spirally in the

spiral tube, the general direction of the fluid flow is vertically downward; there is no “reverse”

flow between the fluids, the fluid temperature in the tube has the characteristic of gradually

decreasing or increasing along the flow direction of the tube. And according to the geometric

characteristics of the helix energy pile, the spiral pipe is divided into four stages of heat

transfer along the process, as shown in Figure 5.

1. Entrance stage (L1): In the vicinity of the inlet part of the helix pipe, the top of the pipe is in

direct contact with the covered area, and there is no heat exchange pipe in the covered

area. In addition to transferring heat (cold) in the radial direction, fluid in the pipe also

transfers heat (cold) to the covered area in the axial direction, so this stage has a larger heat

exchange capacity. However, as the flow progresses, the distance between the helical fluid

and the covered area is further away; the axial heat transfer gradually decreases, and the

thermal short circuit between the adjacent spiral coils in the axial direction becomes

stronger and stronger. The heat transfer efficiency gradually decreases, resulting in a

gradual decline in heat transfer. Define the above stage as the entrance stage; the heat

exchanger length is L1.

2. Thermal short circuit stage (L2): With the increase of the distance along the pipeline, the

entrance stage is over; the phenomenon of thermal short circuit between adjacent spiral

pipes in the axial direction is serious, and the amount of cold (heat) emitted from the spiral

fluid in the axial direction to the soil is less and less. The amount of cold (heat) is mainly

transmitted in the diameter direction. Due to the limited volume of the backfill area and

the large temperature difference between the fluid in the initial stage of the spiral pipe and

the surrounding soil/backfill, the intensity of the heat transfer is relatively large and the

amount of cold (heat) emitted to the backfill area aggregates, resulting in the backfill area

being short circuited seriously in the diameter direction, and this part is defined as the

thermal short circuit stage; the length is L2. At this stage, it has the following salient
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features: the thermal short circuit effect in the diameter direction of the backfill area and

the axial thermal short circuit effect are serious, but the thermal short circuit phenomenon

in the diameter direction of the backfill area is gradually weakened and the heat exchange

capacity gradually increases.

3. Small temperature difference stage (L3): When the thermal short circuit stage is over, the

thermal short circuit phenomenon in the backfill area will be weak and the fluid tempera-

ture will decrease or increase further, resulting in lower heat transfer temperature differ-

ence between the fluid and the surrounding area; thus, the heat exchange capacity of the

heat exchanger is gradually reduced. This stage is defined as the small temperature

difference stage and the length is L3. This stage has the following salient features: temper-

ature difference between fluid and rock and soil is small, capacity of geothermal storage

(heat) is weak and heat transfer capacity gradually decreases.

4. Exit stage (L4): As the small temperature difference stage is over, the fluid is close to the

outlet part of the helix pipe. This stage is defined as the exit stage and its length is L4. The

exit stage is similar to the entrance stage. Since the spiral pipe near the exit is in direct

contact with the soil at the bottom of the buried pipe, the axial thermal short circuit effect is

weak. In addition to the heat exchange in the diameter direction, the fluid in the pipe also

exchanges heat with the soil at the bottom of the ground tube. And as the fluid flows along

Figure 5. Heat transfer characteristic along the pipe.
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the pipe, the distance between the spiral fluid and the bottom of the soil gradually

shortens, the axial thermal short circuit effect becomes weak; thus, the heat transfer capac-

ity gradually increases.

Taking the case of summer heat release condition as an example, under the condition of

constant inlet water temperature, the proposed three-dimensional numerical heat transfer

model is used to simulate the fluid and soil temperature of the cylinder helix energy pile. And

the four stages defined above are discussed. The main parameters of simulation are shown in

Table 1. According to the thermo-physical properties of dense clay, the thermal conductivity of

rock and soil is 1.2 W/(m�
�C) and the specific heat of volume is 1680 kJ/(m3

�
�C). The thermal

conductivity of backfilling material is 1.5 W/(m�
�C), the specific heat of volume is 2200 kJ/

(m3
�
�C) and the thermal conductivity of the spiral pipe is 0.45 W/(m�

�C).

Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution of the fluid at τ = 48 h. It can be seen from the

figure that the temperature of the fluid decreases gradually along the length of the pipe. The

rate of change of fluid temperature at the entrance and exit stages is obviously larger, indicat-

ing that at the inlet and outlet heat transfer stage, the axial heat transfer is more prominent.

Parameters Unit Value

Inlet water temperature �C 35

Water flow rate m/s 0.3

Running time h 48

Cover soil depth m 2

Buried depth of the pile m 8

Diameter of the pile m 1.5

Pitch m 0.15

Table 1. Main parameters of simulation.

Figure 6. Fluid temperature distribution along the flow direction.
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the changes of fluid heat transfer along the pipe and the vertical

geothermal temperature distribution; we can clearly distinguish the four heat transfer stages

proposed above.

1. Entrance stage (0–30 m): According to the vertical geothermal temperature field given in

Figure 8, it can be seen that the soil temperature in the affected area at this stage has a large

temperature gradient in the axial and radial directions, resulting in a significantly larger

Figure 7. Fluid heat flux along the flow direction.

Figure 8. Temperature field on r-z plane.
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heat transfer at this stage. However, as the distance between the fluid and the covered area

increases, the axial thermal interference between the adjacent spiral coils increases and the

amount of heat exchange decreases rapidly.

2. Thermal short circuit stage (30–150 m): Due to the high fluid temperature at this stage, a

large amount of heat is transferred to the backfill area and the volume of the backfill area is

limited, resulting in the accumulation of heat in the backfill area with high temperature

and strong thermal short circuit effect in the diameter direction of the backfill area.

However, as shown in Figure 8, with the gradual increase of the distance along the

distance, the temperature in the backfill zone gradually decreases; the thermal influence

in the backfill area decreases, the thermal effect radius decreases, the thermal short circuit

effect gradually decreases and the heat transfer capacity gradually increases.

3. Small temperature difference stage (150–320 m): After the heat exchange at the entrance

and thermal short circuit stages, the fluid temperature is lower and the heat transfer

temperature difference between the fluid and the surrounding heat transfer area is gradu-

ally reduced, and the effect of cold (heat) storage in the soil is poor, resulting in the

decrease of heat transfer capacity at this stage.

4. Exit stage (320–344 m): This stage is similar to the entrance stage. The fluid is in direct

contact with the soil at the bottom of the spiral pipe. The soil temperature has a large

temperature gradient both in radial direction and in axial direction, and the heat transfer

effect is better. With the increase of the distance along the path, the closer the distance

between the spiral fluid and the bottom soil, the more obvious the axial heat transfer effect

is, and the heat transfer capacity gradually increases.

It can be seen from the analysis of the four stages that the entrance stage, thermal short circuit

stage and exit stage belong to certain stages, and these three stages are beneficial for the whole

heat exchange, especially for the entrance and exit stage; the heat transfer capacity is higher

than the thermal short circuit and small temperature difference stages. For the small tempera-

ture difference stage, the heat transfer capacity decreases along the pipe length, so in the actual

project design, it is necessary to reduce the proportion of the small temperature difference

stage to the total heat exchange tube length and to maximize the other three stages, especially

the entrance and exit stages.

2.3. Heat transfer capacity analysis

Based on the proposed three-dimensional numerical heat transfer model, this section analyzes

and discusses the influence of different design parameters (pile diameter, pile depth and pitch)

on cylinder helix energy pile, providing effective and direct theoretical guidance for the actual

project.

2.3.1. Simulation conditions

The method of constant inlet water temperature is adopted to analyze and discuss the heat

exchange capacity of the cylinder helix energy pile. The inlet temperature is 35�C and the flow
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rate is 0.3 m/s. According to the thermo-physical properties of dense clay, the thermal conduc-

tivity of rock and soil is 1.2 W/(m�
�C) and the volumetric specific heat is 1680 kJ/(m3

�
�C). The

thermal conductivity of backfill material is 1.5 W/(m�
�C), volumetric specific heat is 2200 kJ/

(m3
�
�C) and the thermal conductivity of the spiral pipe is 0.45 W/(m�

�C).

2.3.2. Effect of pile diameter on heat transfer performance

Figure 9a shows the effect of pile diameter on heat flux per unit pipe length of the pile. The

analysis shows that with the increase of pile diameter, the heat flux per unit pipe length

decreases gradually, but the variation range is relatively small, which indicates that although

the increase of pile diameter will cause the length of the spiral pipe to increase approximately

proportionally, however, due to the increase of pile diameter, the phenomenon of thermal

short circuit in the backfill area is weakened, which will weaken the influence on heat flux per

unit pipe length. Taking the pile depth H = 8 m as an example, pitch b is, respectively, 0.1 and

Figure 9. Effect of pile diameter on heat transfer performance. (a) Heat flux per unit pipe length. (b) Heat flux per unit pile

depth.
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0.3 m; when the pile diameter increases from 1 to 2.5 m, the average heat flux per unit pipe

length decreases from 7.28 to 6.58 W/m, from 17.30 to 15.36 W/m, a relative decrease of 9.6 and

11.2%, respectively. The pile diameter increases by 0.1 m. The average heat flux per unit pipe

length decreases by 0.047 and 0.129 W/m, respectively.

Figure 9b shows the effect of pile diameter on the heat flux per unit pile depth of the pile. It can

be seen from the figure that with the increase of pile diameter, the heat flux per unit pile depth

increases approximately linearly, which is due to the increase of buried pipe length, that is, the

contact area between spiral buried pipe and surrounding area increases, resulting in the heat

transfer amount of the pile greatly increasing; thus, the heat flux per unit pile depth increases

approximately linearly in proportion. Taking the pile depth H = 8 m as an example, the pitch b

is, respectively, 0.1 and 0.3 m; when the pile diameter increases from 1 to 2.5 m, the average

heat flux per unit pile depth increases from 228.8 to 516.3 W/m, from 182.0 to 402.3 W/m, an

increase of 1.26 times and 1.21 times, respectively. The pile diameter increases by 0.1 m. The

average heat flux per unit pile depth increases by 19.2 and 14.7 W/m, respectively.

Figure 10. Effect of pile depth on heat transfer performance. (a) Heat flux per unit pipe length. (b) Heat flux per unit pile

depth.
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2.3.3. Effect of pile depth on heat transfer performance

Figure 10 shows the effect of different pile depths on the heat transfer performance under

different pile diameters with pitch b = 0.1 m. As can be seen from the figure, with other

conditions constant, the deeper the heat transfer pile, the longer the tube length, the lower the

outlet temperature, the smaller the average heat transfer temperature difference and the

smaller the heat flux per unit pipe length; at the same time, the increase of the pile depth will

further increase the speed of the decrease of the heat flux per unit pipe length. Taking pile

radius rp = 0.75 and 1.2 m as an example, the heat flux per unit pipe length decreases from 8.03

to 6.99 W/m and 8.02 to 6.02 W/m when the pile depth H increases from 2 to 10 m, a decline of

12.9 and 25.0%, respectively.

Figure 11. Effect of pitch on heat transfer performance. (a) Heat flux per unit pipe length. (b) Heat flux per unit pile depth.
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Similarly, for the heat flux per unit pile depth, due to the increase of pile depth, resulting in

lower average heat transfer temperature difference, heat flux per unit pile depth decreases. In

addition, under different pile diameter conditions, the difference of heat flux per unit pile

depth is larger, and the larger the pile diameter, heat flux per unit pile depth decreases. Taking

rp = 0.75 and 1.25 m as an example, when pile depth H increases from 2 to 10 m, the heat flux

per unit pile depth decreases from 378.3 to 329.2 W/m and from 629.6 to 472.2 W/m, a decline

of 12.9 and 25.0%, respectively.

2.3.4. Effect of pitch on heat transfer performance

Figure 11 shows the effect of pitch on heat transfer performance. Analysis finds that the pitch

has greater impact on the heat flux per unit pipe length. Due to the increase of the pitch, the

distance between the spiral tubes increases, and the axial short circuit phenomenon of the

adjacent spiral tubes is weakened; thus, the heat flux per unit pipe length increases. Taking

the pile radius rp = 0.5 m as an example, when the pile depth H = 8 m, the pitch increases from

0.1 m to 0.3 m; the heat flux per unit pipe length increases from 7.28 to 17.31 W/m, an increase

of 1.38 times. For each 0.1 m increase in pitch, the heat flux per unit pipe length increases by an

average of 3.34 W/m.

Although the heat flux per unit pipe length increases approximately linearly with the increase

of pitch, the heat flux per unit pile depth is approximately linearly reduced. The increase of

pitch will reduce the axial thermal short circuit; thus, the effective heat transfer tube length is

reduced for a certain size of the energy pile, that is, the effective heat transfer area of the fluid

and the soil is reduced; thus, the total heat transfer amount of the pile is reduced. Taking the

pile radius rp = 0.5 m as an example, when the pile depth H = 8 m, the pitch increases from 0.1

to 0.3 m; the heat flux per unit pile depth decreases from 228.8 to 182.0 W/m, decreases by

20.5%. For every 0.1 m increase in pitch, the heat flux per unit pile depth has an average of

15.6 W/m decrease.

3. Conclusion(s)

Both the analytical solution model and numerical solution model for CyHEP are built to

discuss their dynamic characteristics of thermal interferences and heat transfer performance.

The following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Four heat exchange stages for the spiral pile geothermal heat exchanger along the fluid

flow direction are revealed: inlet heat exchange stage, grout thermal short-circuiting stage,

small temperature difference stage and outlet heat exchange stage. Each stage has

corresponding heat transfer characteristics, and reducing the length of small temperature

difference stage and increasing the other stages would enhance the heat exchange of spiral

geothermal ground heat exchanger.

2. As the pile diameter increases, the heat transfer per unit tube length decreases, and the

heat exchange per unit pile depth increases. For every 0.1 m increase in pile diameter, the
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heat transfer per unit tube length decreases by an average from 0.047 to 0.129 W/m, and

the unit heat exchange per unit pile depth increases by 14.7 to 19.2 W/m.

3. As the pile depth increases, the heat transfer per unit tube length and the heat exchange

per unit pile depth are reduced. During the process of increasing H from 2 m to 10 m, the

heat exchange per unit tube length and the heat exchange per unit pile depth are reduced

from 1.04 to 2.00 W/m and 49.1–157.4 W/m, respectively.

4. As the pitch increases, the heat transfer per unit tube length increases, and the heat exchange

per unit pile depth decreases. For a 0.1m increase in pitch, the heat transfer per unit tube length

increases by 3.34W/m, and the unit heat exchange per pile depth decreases by 15.6W/m.
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Appendices and Nomenclature

x, y, z Cartesian coordinate (m)

r, φ, z cylindrical coordinate (m)

R,φ, Z dimensionless cylindrical coordinate

h height (m)

H dimensionless height
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r radial coordinate (m)

R dimensionless radial coordinate

ql heating rate per length of pipe (W s�1)

τ the time (s)

αs thermal diffusivity (m�2 s)

dp distance from the heat source point to the calculated point (m)

dn distance from the heat sink point to the calculated point (m)

Dp dimensionless distance from the heat source point to the calculated point (m)

Dn dimensionless distance from the heat sink point to the calculated point (m)

r density (kg m�3)

c specific heat (J kg�1 K�1)

λ thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)

△T the temperature rise (K)

R thermal resistance (m�1 K�1 W)

L Length of helix pipe

Greek symbols

θ cone angle (rad)

φ spiral angle (rad)

Fo Fourier number

η influence coefficient

Θ dimensionless temperature rise

Superscript

´ integration parameter

ave. the average value

CyHEP cylinder helix energy pile

CoHEP truncated cone helix energy pile

t top surface of pile

b base surface of pile

mi middle surface of pile
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i the index of arc

j the index of coil

k, n the index of time

p Pipe

f fluid

g ground
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